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§ We know how literary critics, academics, publishers, authors 
think about genre, but what about people in online reading 
communities?

§ What non-traditional genres exist? Is vampires a genre? 

§ How are online genres related to offline organization of books?

Who decides how to organize genres?
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How to map and measure “genre”?
(prior work)
§ Literary scholars emphasize that genres are blurry, change over 

time, and depend on context. 
(Pavel, 2003; Rosen, 2018)

§ Prior work from digital humanities and NLP has focused on genre 
classification of book-length texts.
(Kessler, 1997; Stamatatos, 2000; Wilkens, 2016; Underwood, 2016)

§ We instead focus on reception and many personal interpretations 
of genres using online book reviews.
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§ Similar to Goodreads but more ✨ independent + accessible✨

§ Social website for curating and cataloging and sharing your 
collection of books and reviews

§ Revenue is generated through a catalog for small bookstores 
and libraries—and the catalog is built from the free-text tags 
applied by users!

LibraryThing: A Web of Books
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Folksonomies & Tagging

§ LibraryThing allow users to tag books with free-text fields. 

§ Tags can be used as personal categories, community rankings, 
genres, and more.

§ Folksonomies: unconstrained tags (rather than rigid hierarchies 
or taxonomies) applied by individuals and communities 
(Vander Wal, 2005 & 2007; Weber, 2006)
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“It’s knocked my socks off, thrown me in the corner and left me a 
crumbling, emotional wreck...the character and story development, 
the writing, the way in which it stirs the emotions and its sheer 
humanity have all hit the right spot. It is also an emotional study 
into how a person may react to the possibility of the onset of 
dementia...Yes, Flowers for Algernon has won awards for science
fiction and yes it is in the SF Masterworks list but ultimately it is a 
story of humanity and a person struggling to gain acceptance for 
who he really is not for who others want him to be.”

— lilywren, review of Flowers for Algernon

(emphasis mine) @maria_antoniak



Data Collection

§ Gathered book metadata, all reviews, and reviewer tag clouds 
for the top 1000 books for 20 tags on LibraryThing

§ Book metadata includes title, author, publication year, tags, 
lists, distribution of ratings, etc.

§ Mostly English-language reviews

§ 17,440 books; 319,850 reviews; 33,849 users
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Data Ethics: Private or Public?
§ Book reviews are an interesting case; reviewers share personal and 

political opinions and stories but also often view their reviews as 
professional work.

§ Replicating texts of reviews takes away users’ ability to edit, update, or 
delete their reviews.

§ We contact all reviewers whom we directly quote and ask about their 
quotation and attribution preferences

(Bruckman, 2002; Fiesler and Proferes, 2018)
@maria_antoniak



Genre
Words/ 
Review Related Tags Most Tagged Books

politics 312 words presidents, American 
Presidents, communism,
political science, US history

The Prince
The Communist Manifesto
Animal Farm

science fiction 289 words Terry Pratchett, futuristic, sf, 
dystopian, dystopia

Ender’s Game
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy 
Fahrenheit 451

vampires 273 words vampire, werewolves, werewolf, 
paranormal
romance, paranormal

Twilight
New Moon
Eclipse

memoir 252 words autobiography, biography, 
essays, travel, Islam

The Glass Castle: A Memoir
Angela’s Ashes
Running with Scissors

crime 238 words Agatha Christie, Christie, crime 
fiction, police
procedural, historical mystery

The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo
In Cold Blood
The Girl Who Played with Fire

picture book 175 words Caldecott Medal, Caldecott 
Honor, collection:Fiction, 
shelf:Fiction, colors

Where the Wild Things Are
The Very Hungry Caterpillar
Goodnight Moon
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§ Compare overlap of books and users between genre pairs

§ How distinctive are the review texts for this genre?

§ How similar are the tagging habits of a genre’s reviewers?

How to map and measure “genre”?
(this paper)
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Book and User Overlap

graphic novel

classics

graphic novel

classics
Book Overlap User Overlap
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Genre Classification “Mistakes”

There were some moments though where I had to wonder about the 
historical accuracy of some of the attitudes and that broke the 
reading spell for me. Pretty predictable but I enjoyed the ride. 
Almost a 4 read for me but not quite.

—wyvernfriend, review of Simply Unforgettable
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Reviewer Homogeneity

Do these users have similar tagging (reading) habits?

@maria_antoniak

history biography memoir historical 
fiction

romance crime

User 1 12 3 6 3 0 2

User 2 10 2 11 15 55 0
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Take Aways from LibraryThing

§ Genres differ by their surprisal, reviewer homogeneity, 
topics, and book and user overlap with other genres 

§ Free-form tagging gives individuals creative license to 
diverge from traditional catalogs

§ Goodreads and LibraryThing help shape literary reception—
and reviewers’ tags are directly shaping your bookstores 
and libraries 
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Learn More

Tags, Borders, and Catalogs: 
Social Re-Working of Genre on LibraryThing 
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3449103

All quotations all used with explicit reviewer permission.
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High Topic Entropy

“It’s knocked my socks off, thrown me in the corner and left me a crumbling, 
emotional wreck...the character and story development, the writing, the way in 
which it stirs the emotions and its sheer humanity have all hit the right spot. It 
is also an emotional study into how a person may react to the possibility of the 
onset of dementia...Yes, Flowers for Algernon has won awards for science fiction 
and yes it is in the SF Masterworks list but ultimately it is a story of humanity 
and a person struggling to gain acceptance for who he really is not for who 
others want him to be.”

-- lilywren, from a review of Flowers for Algernon
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Genre Classification “Mistakes”

“I was in awe of Anne Bronte’s ability to tell such a relevant story in 1848. There are 
so many women who find themselves in the same situation today. She was young 
and naïve when she married Arthur Huntingdon and by the time she learned his 
true character it was too late. The writing is wonderful and for me that story pulled 
me in completely. The author tells the story from Gilbert’s point-of-view at times 
and from Helen’s at other times. The changing narrative flowed well and never rang 
false. Bronte covers some intense subjects in the book. In addition to infidelity and 
alcoholism, she makes some disturbing observations about women’s rights during 
this time period. Sometimes it’s easy to forget how far we’ve come in the last few 
years.”

—bookworm12, review of The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (1848) @maria_antoniak
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